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ABSTRACT 
 

The tri-structural-isotopic (TRISO) fuel directly cooled by boiling light water 
is used in the boiling water reactor with pebble-bed coated particles (BWR-PB). At 
the lower coolant temperature, the TRISO fuel particles demonstrate an 
unacceptable irradiation swelling in the silicon carbide coating layer during a fuel 
cycle. So, the objectives of this paper, on the one hand is to evaluate some 
neutronic parameters of a new fuel concept, Spherical Cermets Fuel (SCF), for a 
BWR-PB reactor. On the other hand, to assess the fact of SCF fuel concept on the 
fuel assembly lifetime and the burn-up characteristic. All the parameters as well as 
Infinite Multiplication Factor, Spectrum Index, Instantaneous Conversion Ratio and 
Neutron Energy Spectrum was calculated then compared for the TRISO and the 
SCF fuel concept. 

It can be seen from the assessment of fuel assembly burn-up 
characteristics that the normalised neutron spectra of all the assembly’s parts 
pointed out a thermal spectrum for the SCF fuel assembly’s parts than the TRISO 
one. The SCF fuel element increase the assembly life time about 6.1 EFPY 
corresponding 8000 MWd/t. So, the fuel assembly can be operated for a 
reasonably long period without outside refuelling. The difference in the assembly 
lifetime might leads to SCF fuel concept adopted, because the geometry and 
concept of TRISO fuel particles are wholly different to SCF ones. 
 
Keywords: BWR-PB, Spherical Cermets Fuel, TRISO particles, Infinite 
Multiplication Factor, Burn-up. 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The Boiling Water Reactor with Pebble Bed coated particles (BWR-PB) is one of the 

small reactors without on site refueling. It has a capability to operate without refueling for 
reasonably long period with a minimum inventory of fresh and spent fuel being stored at the 
site outside the reactor during its service life. Our work is performed to assess some 
neutronic parameter of the unit fuel assembly of BWR-PB reactor. 

The proposed fuel concept adopted is the tri-structural isotropic (TRISO) fuel. The 
latter is micro fuel particle which is a set of spherical UO2 kernels surrounded by graphite 
coating layers [1]. At the lower coolant temperature, the TRISO fuel particle demonstrated by 
irradiation a swilling in the silicon carbide coating layer during a fuel cycle [2]. As a result, an 
alternative fuel concept was developed by eliminating the graphite coating incompatible with 
the low coolant temperature. Is the spherical Cermet fuel particle, is consist of coated UO2 
kernels embedded in a Zirconium matrix which is then over coated with a Zirconium layer as 
shown in Fig. 1.  

So, the assessment of fuel assembly neutronic parameters is necessarily to define 
the impact of new concept in fuel assembly lifetime and of the burn-up characteristic. 

 



 
 

Fig.1: Cermet fuel particle. 
 

2. Fuel Composition and Unit Assembly Description 
 
The unit assembly proposed; it is a square form with 6.25 cm pitch. The BWR-PB fuel 

assembly is composed of a fuel kernel of uranium dioxide enriched with 235U of 9%. Fig. 2 
illustrates the cross section of BWR-PB fuel assembly with uranium dioxide and water 
reflector. It is characterized by three principal axial parts with different coolant conditions. 
Eight guiding tubes of control rods are uniformly accommodate between coolant collectors.   

 
Fig. 2: Longitudinal section of fuel assembly with upper and lower water reflector. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Structure of fuel-water composition (TRISO coated particles with surrounding layer of 

steam-water). 
 
On the one hand, the single fuel assembly adopted, in the previous study [3], uses 

pebble-bed coated particles similar to TRISO fuel with an outer diameter of 0.09cm. They 



consist of Uranium Dioxide spheres coated with three layers as illustrate in Fig.3. On the 
other hand, TRISO coated fuel particle used in the previous BWR-PB fuel assembly is 
changed to Cermet fuel particle as shown in Fig. 1. In the fuel region, the coated particles are 
dispersed in steam water mixture. The volume fraction of fuel particles to the fuel region is 
60.0%. Table 1 presents the summarized major characteristics of fuel assembly design. 

 
3. Calculation Code and Methodology Used 

 
The analysis of the assembly physics parameters started with the APOLLO code [4] 

by using the proposed unit assembly. To the modelling capabilities, the APOLLO code uses 
the CEA-93 cross sections library based on the European JEF2.2 nuclear data file, 
containing the most recent and reliable evaluations available.  

The APOLLO code has the capability of taking into account the real structure of the 
fuel with coated particles by calculating the flux inside the particles using the PIJ method. 
This characteristic of the code allows us to evaluate the double heterogeneity effect on the 
infinite multiplication factor for the considered unit assembly. The reflective condition was 
used at the external boundary of the each assembly’s part. For the self-shielding 
calculations, APOLLO has several options and we have used the recommended ones [3]. A 
full two dimension model of the BWR-PB assembly was constructed with explicit and 
independent treatment of each part of assembly (top, middle and bottom). The homogenised 
modelling has been used in the calculation. The double heterogeneity effect has not been 
evaluated in the present paper. 

As a next step, the fuel assembly calculation is calculated by CRONOS [5] code using 
the above assembly constants, and also the cross sections generated by APOLLO code. The 
burn-up characteristic is calculated by one CRONOS code. The latter was designed to 
provide all the computation means necessary for the calculations of the nuclear reactor core. 
The CRONOS code is based on a modular structure that allows a great flexibility to the user. 
It solves a diffusion equation for all available geometries (Cartesian, hexagonal and 
cylindrical) based on diffusion, transport SN and simplified transport SPN theories. 
4.  Calculation results for burn-up characteristics: 

 
The infinite multiplication factor (kinf) predictions for the unit fuel assembly using the 

proposed Cermet fuel and the TRISO coated particle fuel are shown in Fig.4. The kinf of 
Cermet fuel is higher than the TRISO one during a fuel cycle because the low thermal 
spectrum in TRISO unit fuel assembly. The neutron spectrum of unit fuel assembly in both 
cases is shown in figures 5, 6 and 7; it was calculated for 172 energy groups.  

The kinf for unit fuel assembly in both concepts seem to show the same variation 
versus the burn-up. But we make out the difference kinf values of about 5400 pcm at 
beginning of cycle. With burn-up steps, the difference has a maximum values, is about 7500 
pcm at the end of cycle. This difference may be leads to Cermet fuel concept adopted, 
because the geometry and concept of TRISO fuel particles are wholly different to Cermet 
ones. However, the fuel assembly using a Cermet fuel particles attains a critical lifetime at 56 
GWd/t and at 48 GWd/t for TRISO one. So, the fuel assembly lifetime, using the Cermet fuel 
particles, is increase of about 6.1 EFPY.  

The figures 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the normalised neutron spectra variation, at end of 
cycle (EOC), of each assembly’s axial part of both fuel particles concept. The normalised 
neutron spectra pointed out a thermal spectrum for the Cermet fuel assembly’s parts than the 
TRISO one. On the other hand, the Instantaneous Conversion Ratio (I.C.R) in Fig. 8 
indicates different values between each assembly’s parts, due to non-uniformed distribution 
of moderator in the axial direction. The I.C.R values of the top, middle and bottom parts of 
the Cermet fuel assembly at 40 GWd/t are respectively 0.5867, 0.4697 and 0.440. For the 
TRISO case are respectively 0.844, 0.688 and 0.642. So, the fuel fertile matter is more 
exploited from the bottom to the top in both concepts. 
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Fig.4: Infinite multiplication factor of BWR-PB assembly. 
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Fig. 5: Neutron energy spectrum of TOP part (EOC). 

MIDDLE PART 
Flux/letahrgie vs. Neutron energy (eV)
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Fig. 6: Neutron energy spectrum of MIDDLE part (EOC). 

BOTTOM PART 
Flux/letahrgie vs. Neutron energy (eV)
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Fig. 7: Neutron energy spectrum of BOTTOM part (EOC). 
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Fig.8: Instantaneous Conversion Ratio. 

5. Conclusion: 
 
In order to resolve the problem about the swelling of silicon carbide (SiC) layer by 

irradiation at low temperature and the possibilities of maintain the structural integrity of 
coated fuel particle throughout the life of the fuel element, we investigate the possibility to 
use the spherical Cermet fuel element. The new concept with the zirconium matrix is 
significantly different from the TRISO concept with the SiC coated micro-fuel element. It can 
be seen from the assessment of fuel assembly burn-up characteristics that using the Cermet 
fuel element increase the assembly life time about 6.1 EFPY corresponding 8000 MWd/t. So, 
the fuel assembly can be operated for a reasonably long period without outside refueling. 
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